Checklist and Answer Sheet for Draft Program Work

1) Did you infuse 270 hours of Special Education? If so, how?

2) Did you include 90 hours of ELL? How?

3) Did you embed Diversity? If so, how is it a developmental common thread?

4) Did you embed data-based decision making (i.e. a foundation for Action Research)? If so, how is it a developmental common thread?

5) Did you block all methods courses? Why or why not?

6) Did you include field experiences of some form every semester? Why or why not? If yes, how?

7) Did you address intermediate/middle level content requirements? How will you accomplish this?

8) Did you include checkpoints and gateways? Please describe them, semester by semester, on the back of this page.

9) What are your thoughts on how to create common meeting time for the department?

10) Other?